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Today, so many industries are more susceptible than ever to the passing whims of the 
consumer – the food and beverage sector is no exception. Like a weathervane that spins 
maddeningly in the breeze, shoppers are prone to switching preference with little or no 
advance warning. This behaviour is nothing new for manufacturers and their product 
development teams. But the influence and speed of the digital information age, plus 
increasing industry regulation, have created a complex environment for food manufacturers. 

Defining a long term strategy and investment plans for new product development (NPD)  
and recipe reformulation looks like an impossible task. How does a business cope if it aligns  
to one consumer trend, if this is then quickly replaced by another food trend? Meeting  
these changing needs is a long and expensive process, especially if there are lead times of 
up to two years to change processes, manage raw material supplies and commit to future 
investments. A business has to make strategic choices. Is it best to wait and see what 
happens and potentially miss an opportunity? Or make a quick decision, but one that  
might be too soon?

SO, WHETHER YOUR NEXT PROJECT IS FOCUSED ON 

MAKING A “WITH THIS” OR “WITHOUT THAT” LABEL 

CLAIM, IT ALSO PAYS TO REMEMBER THAT – WITH 

OR WITHOUT YOUR PRODUCT – THE CONSUMER 

WILL FIND A WAY OF SATISFYING THEIR NEEDS.

INTRODUCTION

In response to this climate of unpredictability, manufacturers are responding with a range 
of tactics. The most practical is the approach that a general response is almost always better 
than no response at all. In the face of short term consumer trends, food producers must  
react swiftly and decisively. Being one of the first to market – albeit with an ‘all-purpose’ 
product release – is seemingly becoming the best way for a business to have a presence  
in that food market. 

So, whether your next project is focused on making a “with this” or “without that” label 
claim, it also pays to remember that – with or without your product – the consumer will find 
a way of satisfying their needs. Diets and lifestyles are changing. A consumer may choose a 
product because of what it is, instead of choosing based on the brand. The result is that the 
growth of trends has itself become a trend.

Read on to see which texture twists and and flavour combinations are, in our opinion,  
most likely to stimulate consumer demand in the bakery sector over the next 12 months  
and beyond. You want six ways to try and stay agile in the market in these uncertain times?  
No need to wait around. Here it is.
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Artisan breads and rustic baking keep rising 
in popularity, powered by consumers’ search 
for authentic experiences. In just a few 
years, sourdough has leapt from speciality 
shops to supermarket shelves. The challenge 
for manufacturers is to produce ‘individual’ 
bakes that create the nostalgic feel of the 
independent baker, but at scale.
 
Artisan doughs often rely on slow acting 
microbes for fermentation rather than fast 
acting baker’s yeast. They are also typically 
lower in protein, whereas high protein 
flour is required to withstand the rigours 
of commercial baking equipment. Artisan 
products are generally perceived as natural 
and considered to be healthier, but health 
conscious consumers may be alarmed to 
discover significantly higher salt content 
than in traditional breads.1

Reformulation is necessary to create the 
‘small batch’ feel across large production 
volumes. In many countries, artisan baking 
has little or no legal definition, allowing 
manufacturers to focus on meeting 
customer expectations without being tied 
to traditional methods. For instance, aromas 
can be used to impact consumer perception 
and enzymes can be used to break down 
amylopectin, the compound which causes 
bread to go stale, and improve shelf life 
without resorting to additives. That said, 
European consumers may accept shorter 
shelf lives if they perceive the product to  
be made of ‘homemade’ ingredients.

REFORMULATION IS 

NECESSARY TO CREATE 

THE ‘SMALL BATCH’ 

FEEL ACROSS LARGE 

PRODUCTION VOLUMES.

BAKERY WITH AUTHENTICITY

HISTORY REPEATING

Artisan baking is predominantly a developed 
market trend. It is a niche segment in 
emerging markets where bread remains 
a luxury for many consumers and where 
affordability is a key factor and there is a 
preference for low cost flours, such as South 
Africa’s staple mealie-meal.
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Products high in fat, salt and sugar can raise 
alarm bells among consumers. Meanwhile, 
protein seemingly can do no wrong. 
According to Food Business News, “protein 
is skyrocketing in popularity”. Driven in part 
by the growing trend to consume less meat 
and veganism, consumers have embraced 
foods enriched with plant-based proteins, 
particularly in the bakery segment.  

But from a manufacturing point of view, 
extra protein can require reformulation to 
create a product that can be successfully 
processed in an existing recipe, and still be 
acceptable to consumers.

Protein impacts product structure, including 
crust, colour and crumb. It makes dough 
drier, increasing the need for water which, 
in turn, impacts stickiness. Protein can 
create a bitter taste, so manufacturers must 
seek formulations using blander sources, 
without resorting to masking with sugar  
and risking clean label status.

Fortunately, consumers do not expect 
protein enriched products to be the same as 
traditional products – they are perceived to 
be new products. This gives some latitude to 
manufacturers, but they still need to balance 
flavour and texture in their final products. 

There are also price point challenges. Protein 
nutrient content claims must be based on the 
total energy of products. For bakery products 
with a high energy load, like crackers, 
replacing commoditised flour with equivalent 
calories of protein puts pressure on margins. 
This may have an impact on how the final 
product is positioned by the manufacturer. 

Hybrid products, incorporating ingredients 
like pulses, ancient grains, nuts etc, are 
perceived as nutritious without having to 
make protein claims. Furthermore, products 
which have a firm or crunchy mouthfeel are 
perceived as fresher and healthier; adding 
protein increases the firmness of products, 
thus adding to the perception of healthiness.

The passion for protein is predominantly a 
trend in more developed countries, but it’s 
only a matter of time before this extends to 
emerging markets. Vegetable proteins are 
already replacing animal proteins in the dairy 
segment and have the advantage of being 
compliant with halal and kosher dietary 
requirements, so the precedent is there  
as consumer spending power increases.

CONSUMERS ARE MORE PREPARED TO ACCEPT 

COMPROMISES, PROVIDED MANUFACTURERS CAN 

ACHIEVE THE RIGHT BALANCE.

BAKERY WITH ENRICHMENT

PROTEIN POWER
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BAKERY WITH NUTRITION

SUPPLEMENTARY BOOST
It is possible to get all the nutrients we need from a varied and nutritious diet. But not 
everyone is lucky enough to have access to one. Even in the UK, around 50% of adults are 
thought to be deficient in vitamin D, prompting retailer M&S to start adding the vitamin to 
its packaged breads since 2015. Fortification adds nutrients back in that are lost through 
processing. These vary from country to country but can include Omega 3, calcium, iron, 
niacin and thiamine and folic acid.

Careful consideration should be given to 
adding vitamins and minerals to foods that 
actually contain high levels of sugar and  
salt as this may create an artificial  
nutritional claim. This is a recognised  
issue in the breakfast cereal segment. 

With the emphasis on clean label, 
manufacturers cannot rely on fortification  
to redirect attention. If there are concerns  
about high sugar and salt levels, manufacturers 
may wish to reformulate products to take 
away undesirable ingredients, and other 
substances, while including the right amount 
of vitamins.

The challenge is simpler for whole grain 
breads, where there is an established market 
and more nutritional content to begin with.  

FORTIFICATION WITH VITAMINS AND MINERALS 

CAN BE A POSITIVE WAY TO IMPROVE THE 

NUTRITIONAL PROFILE OF PRODUCTS.

Whole grain flour retains more natural 
vitamins than white flour, which is 
subjected to more processing; whole 
grain breads are already perceived as 
the healthier option to white bread by 
most consumers. The high fibre content 
also plays well. Manufacturers should 
investigate wheat flour substitutes, like 
pulse flour, which can add vitamin content 
to a broader range of products while also 
supporting the added protein trend.

In emerging markets, affordability is a key 
factor and alongside this taste, texture 
and satiety are important too. Bakery 
products need to have the stability and 
functionality to withstand tough climatic 
conditions and still deliver a high quality, 
enjoyable eating experience.
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INGREDION SAYS...
Arguably the most price sensitive category in the food and 
beverages sector, bakery (especially bread) is almost uniquely 
hamstrung by being a naturally dry product. Add protein or 
a functional claim to a product and that invariably means an 
increase in raw material costs and, consequently, shelf edge price. 

In Europe, consumers will accept a shorter shelf life, in favour of 
a product which includes ingredients regarded as having better 
health credential – and where ‘undesirable ingredients’ have 
been removed or reduced. In emerging markets affordability is 
a key consideration, but so too is creating a quality product that 
provides a positive eating experience. Texture and functionality 
are important factors in achieving this.

The unifying themes in bakery are undeniably texture and quality. 
Wherever you are in the world, consumers want products that 
meet their specific needs and deliver a positive eating experience 
– whether that’s driven by warm climatic conditions and 
affordability (emerging) or lifestyle choices (developed).

Manufacturers are responding to the innovation gap by tapping 
into trends such as baked snacks, added protein, gluten-free and 
hybrids. They’re also increasingly looking at the functionality and 
processability of new ingredients and adopting mixed production 
lines to maximise efficiencies – particularly as some traditional 
lines come out of favour and decline in profitability. 
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“ THE UNIFYING THEMES IN 
BAKERY ARE UNDENIABLY 
TEXTURE AND QUALITY. 
WHEREVER YOU ARE IN THE 
WORLD, CONSUMERS WANT 
PRODUCTS THAT MEET 
THEIR SPECIFIC NEEDS.”
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With the rise of the ethical consumer, food producers are under increasing pressure to act 
responsibly, perhaps no more so than on the issue of food waste. Around 88 million tonnes of 
food is estimated to be wasted each year in the European Union, a figure which the European 
parliament is working to reduce by 50%2. The overproduction of bread is a striking example. 
Figures from UK retailer Tesco suggest that up to 44% of bread produced in the UK is thrown 
away. It is a complex issue, however, with food producers having to meet retail requirements 
and deliver products when and where they are needed without risking supply shortfalls.  
This almost inevitably results in overproduction and waste. 

Consumer preference for clean label makes  
life difficult for food producers due to 
the fact that additives are necessary to 
protect shelf life. Solving the issue will 
require widespread coordination between 
supermarkets and major changes in 
consumer behaviour. Smaller product and 
pack sizes could have a positive impact. 
Manufacturers could explore and invest in 
reformulation to naturally increase shelf life 
and reduce the risk of damage to products. 
Enzymes can tackle staleness without using 
additives, and products like biscuits can be 
reformulated to reduce breakage.

While corporate responsibility is not a core 
issue for consumers in many emerging 
markets due to the lack of disposable 

MANUFACTURERS NEED TO INVEST IN 

REFORMULATION TO NATURALLY INCREASE 

SHELF LIFE AND REDUCE THE RISK OF SPOILAGE 

WHICH CAN COMPROMISE FOOD SAFETY.

income and cultural norms, consumers are 
very conscious of food waste. Manufacturers 
must be able to formulate products with 
longer shelf lives and the ability to withstand 
temperature extremes –  measures which 
support reduced waste.

While ethical concerns are shared by many 
manufacturers, an added benefit is to enable  
a business itself to cut waste and reduce 
cost, and potentially increase output.  
The key focus for manufacturers targeting 
both European and emerging markets is 
commercial efficiency — increasing the 
productivity of facilities and introducing 
multiple lines to ensure maximum uptime, 
while making full use of ingredients to 
protect margins.

BAKERY WITHOUT WASTEFULNESS

TIDE OF WASTE
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Baked goods have been highlighted as a 
large source of salt in the European diet 
and individual countries continue to set 
challenging national targets for the food 
industry to reduce salt levels. However, salt  
is essential for taste and texture and plays  
an important role in the baking process. 

Salt competes with gluten and yeast for 
moisture and improves handling by reducing 
stickiness. Bread made with less salt will 
require drier dough, the yeast will work faster 
and the gluten will be very soft. The finished 
product will also have a lighter crust and 
coarser crumb. It is particularly difficult to 
reduce salt content in external flavourings 
without impairing taste. Manufacturers 
can experiment with different flavours and 
adjusting the size of salt crystals to enhance 
the perception of saltiness, but they can also 
replace the sodium.

In late 2017, the UK approved potassium as 
a salt replacer.3 Potassium is found naturally 
in fruit, vegetables, pulses, milk, nuts, seeds, 
fish and shellfish, and has been proven to 
reduce high blood pressure. However, the 
sugar, acid, starch and fat content must be 
adjusted in baked goods to compensate for 
the addition of potassium. 

For instance, replacing sodium with the same 
amount of potassium will create a bitter 
aftertaste. This reduces after a few days and 
can be masked by egg, which makes it less  
of a problem for cakes and muffins.

POTASSIUM CAN 

NOW BE USED AS A 

SALT REPLACEMENT 

IN THE UK.

While potassium obviously offers 
considerable health benefits over sodium,  
it is less well recognised as a natural 
ingredient. In some countries, like the 
Netherlands, potassium has a negative 
image and can conflict with consumers’ 
expectations of clean label.

In South Africa, high salt consumption is 
a public health issue and the country has 
implemented a national initiative to reduce 
levels in order to combat an alarming rise in 
hypertension and other conditions related 
to salt intake. This gives manufacturers the 
impetus to find formulations that meet more 
stringent targets, while retaining taste.4

BAKERY WITHOUT SALTINESS

SALT FEELS THE PINCH
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According to a Mintel report, one in ten people avoid gluten and 15% of UK households5 
avoid gluten and wheat; more than half because they believe it’s part of a healthy diet.  
The gluten-free trend is expected to continue beyond 2018, as more and more opt for  
the supposed health benefits rather than as an essential dietary requirement.

Gluten is an important component of taste 
and texture in traditional food products 
due to its unique functional properties. 
Removing it causes formulation challenges. 
Without gluten, dough becomes less  
elastic and harder to process. Breads can 
become dry and crumbly, with a poor crust 
colour, grainy flavour and shorter shelf life. 
Removing gluten takes out protein and other 
nutrients, yet consumers increasingly expect 
to be served with the same innovation 
claims as other ranges, including high 
protein. How can manufacturers reformulate 
to take advantage of the market for  
gluten-free, without losing the taste  
and texture of products?

Sugar and fats can be used to mask the 
texture and flavour changes, but this 
causes problems when targeting clean 
label hunters. Pulse flours are an attractive 
alternative. They are a good source of plant-
based replacement protein and can improve 
structure, enhance texture and contribute  
to better colour development. 

HOW CAN MANUFACTURERS REFORMULATE TO 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE MARKET FOR GLUTEN-

FREE, WITHOUT LOSING THE TASTE AND TEXTURE 

OF PRODUCTS?

Pulse flours are also high in dietary fibre, 
rich in minerals and a source of B vitamins 
and folic acid.

In emerging markets, there is limited 
demand for gluten-free products. 
However, manufacturers are working 
closely with suppliers to ensure they 
have reliable sources with no gluten 
contamination. Small and medium-sized 
businesses in particular value the extra 
level of consultancy to overcome technical 
formulation challenges.

BAKERY WITHOUT UNDESIREABLES

GLUTEN AVOIDANCE
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Get to market faster by working with Ingredion Idea Labs™ innovation centres,  
the interconnected global network dedicated to science-based problem solving.  
With a world of resources and expertise, our teams can collaborate on solutions  
that turn a glimmer of a thought into the latest must-have product.

Depending on your needs, you may choose close, confidential collaboration with our  
experts to meet that tight timeline. Or if expansive exploration is in order, you may select  
open innovation with partners from academia, research institutions and related industries. 
Work with us in the way that works best for you – on fundamental science or on creating 
products from insight to concept to launch. 

Work with Ingredion and benefit from:
• Application know-how
• Consumers insights & research
• Technical expertise
• Process technology & optimisation
• Rapid formulation & prototyping

INNOVATE FOR RESULTS
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